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Call
Strand or category

Support to European Cooperation Projects 2021
Cooperation Projects (all scales)

Cultural operator – who are you?
Name of organisation
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE
Country
GREECE
Organisation website
www.nlg.gr
Contact person
Ms Eirini Bataki, ibataki@nlg.gr, +00306938896610
Organisation type

Legal entity of public law supervised by the Ministry of Education
and Religious Affairs.

Scale of the organization
PIC number
Aims and activities of the
organisation

155 employees
918991387
NLG is the major institution in the field of collection,
organization, preservation and provision of access to the written
scientific and cultural production, that is produced both in Greece
and abroad, related to the Greek cultural heritage in its evolution
and reception by other cultures through time.
NLG acts as deposit library for all printed and electronic
publications in Greece, compiles and publishes the National
Bibliography, promotes professional expertise and training in
various library-related fields and fosters research in Greek
civilization and culture.
NLG is a hub that connects the Greek society, scholars, and
academic institutions. Moreover, the National Library
coordinates the “Greek Libraries Network”, a vibrant and
continuously growing network of 231 libraries across the
country, with the aim to support them in upgrading their services
as learning, knowledge and creativity hubs at the heart of their
communities.
Τhe National Library of Greece (NLG) is interested in expanding
its collaboration network abroad by participating in innovative
and qualitative research, educational and multi-art projects on
cultural heritage as a partner in projects, Cultural heritage
sector, financed under the CREATIVE EUROPE call.

Role of the organisation in
the project

Project partner.
NLG can facilitate and promote networking, capacity building
and research on cultural heritage, provide access to its
numerous collections and digital resources, offer research and
exhibition spaces for project related activities, including artistic
and creative expression, offer curating expertise and its

* By answering “yes” you confirm that the information provided can be shared publicly by the Creative Europe Desks in
the countries participating in the Creative Europe programme, in order to support your search for partners.

famous buildings as a venue for innovative artistic
collaborations.
NLG has the knowhow to take up an active role in
communication and dissemination project activities, through
the “Greek Libraries Network” and its press service, that can
ensure necessary coverage and invite audience to project
related activities.
Previous EU grants
received

2019-1-DE01-KA203-00507
2016-1-AT01-KA202-016797

Partners searched – which type of partner are you looking for?
All European
From country or region
Preferred field of expertise Cultural heritage in conjunction with arts and technology.
History of arts, literature, codicology, paleography, artificial
intelligence, digital humanities, conservation and preservation
of cultural heritage, Science and research on materials,
educational programmes on cultural heritage and information
literacy.
Please get in contact no
20h of July. 2021
later than
Projects searched – are you interested in participating in other EU projects as a
partner?
Yes / no
Yes
Which kind of projects are
Interest in projects addressing the Sectoral approach for
you looking for?
Cultural heritage sector (engagement and mediation with
citizens to develop relationships with audiences and
stakeholders, digitisation of cultural heritage material, sites
and historical buildings including the use of 3D and AI
technologies; Risk management for cultural heritage in
accordance with the principles of the European Green Deal).

Publication of partner search
This partner search can be Yes
published?*

